
ZEAGLE STILETTO BCD

€649,00

Reinforced 1000 denier nylon brings the
endurance and helps your kit stand up to
any condition.

And on top of that, add a durable, reinforced
bladder that provides an extra level of
protection against abrasion or punctures in
close environments like coral or wreck
dives. 

SKU: QA3134000-1
Category: BCD - Trimvest
Tag: Zeagle

GALLERY IMAGES

https://www.abcdiveshop.nl/product-categorie/bcd-trimvest/trimvest-bcd-trimvest-bcd/
https://www.abcdiveshop.nl/product-tag/zeagle/


PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

ZEAGLE STILETTO BCD

A rugged, feature-rich BC for travel and local diving.

Fully loaded for local and travel diving, the Zeagle Stiletto BCD weighs a mere 3.4kg dry and has all the
tough luxury you’ve come to expect from Zeagle.

It’s designed for divers who do both warm and temperate water diving, but don’t need the twin tank
capability or higher lift of a heavy-duty BC. That said, it has sufficient lift and weight capacity for most
average-sized divers to use in their local environments, yet packs easily into a lightweight travel system.

 

PERSONAL FIT SYSTEM

Having a BCD that fits not only feels good, it also makes you safer and more confident in the water. But
with so many options to choose from, it can be hard to find the right fit.

That’s why Zeagle created the Personal Fit System (PFS), which allows your BCD to be custom-fitted to
your body. In scuba diving, one size does not fit all, so be sure to deploy with a BCD that’s got you covered
and is built for you specifically.

 

RIPCORD SYSTEM

When it comes to BCDS, we think safety should come first, and so should you. Because in the field-and
especially in the water-you’ve gotta be ready for anything. That’s why, since the 1970s, we’ve based our
Ripcord Weight Release System on release systems used by skydivers. The result? Weight release systems
that instantly release weights from both sides with a single pull.

PULL THE TRIGGER WITH SINGLE-POINT RELEASE

Where most scuba diving manufactures’ weight release systems require two-handed operation, Zeagle’s
one-handed operation is simple and effective-just what you need in case of an emergency.

SINGLE-POINT EMERGENCY WEIGHT RELEASE SYSTEM

Dump your weights with one hand while managing your buoyancy with the other. Or, if your dive buddy



needs to dump your weights, they need only pull from a single point.

 

SPECS

Reinforced 1000 denier nylon brings the endurance and helps your kit stand up to any condition. And on
top of that, add a durable, reinforced bladder that provides an extra level of protection against abrasion or
punctures in close environments like coral or wreck dives. 

35lb/15,9kg lift capacity low profile retracting bladder
Personal Fit System (PFS) sizing
Reinforced 1000 denier nylon construction
Sewn on lumbar Pad
Two zippered utility pockets
Adjustable elastic waist panels
5 Stainless steel D-rings
Adjustable sternum strap
24lb/10.9kg capacity Ripcord weight system
16lb/7.3kg capacity rear mount weight system
Dry weight: 7.4lb/3.4kg

 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

kies maat BCD XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL


